
Colecovision RGB Mod Installation Guide 
 

 
The installation kit contains the following items: 
 

1. Colecovision RGB Mod board 
2. 3.5mm panel mount jack with 4 wires & connector. 
3. 5 wire cable with tinned leads (blue, white, yellow, gray & violet) 
4. 6 pin mini-din panel mount female w/wires and connector. 
5. 6 pin mini-din male connector w/wires & 8pin connector for video converter. 

 
 
The following list of tools are also recommended: 
 

1. Phillips screwdriver 
2. Soldering iron w/solder 
3. Solder wick or de-soldering tool 
4. Sharp angled cutters PLATO 170 or similar 
5. Small drill 
6. 1/8” and ¼” bits 
7. Xacto knife 
8. Tin Snips (for shield) 



Phase1  Case Top Removal 
Place Coleco upside down on clean non-scratch surface and remove 
the 8 screws with the Phillips screwdriver. Three are located along 
each side & 2 others in the middle in the front and back edge as shown below. 

 
The Colecovision top cover is tricky to remove. After removing the 8 screws  
you need to pull out on the front edge of the case top where the expansion door is. 
Continue to work along the front edge until the bottom is free from the top  
edge as shown below. 

  
 



Phase1  Shield Removal 
After the case is separated flip the Colecovision over and remove two screws from the  
RF shield. One is on the front right corner and the other is on the rear left corner as 
shown in the two pictures below.  

 
 

 



 
You can either unsolder or cut the grounding strap as shown below. 

 
 
You will need to also de-solder the shield from the front as shown below. 

 
 
 



Is it a good idea to place the screws & switch covers into the shield to avoid loss of parts 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Phase3 Motherboard Modification & Wiring 
 Solder wire colors white blue & grey onto the PCB locations as shown below. 

 
 
Solder wire colors yellow & violet onto the PCB locations as shown below. 

 
 



Remove the protective layer from the foam tape and attach directly on  
top of  the factory bios chip. 

  
 
Plug in 5pin connector as shown below. 

 
 
During the power up testing the  three RGB trim pots can be adjusted to get 
 the best color purity 



 
 
Phase4 Case Machining 
There are obviously many different positions to mount the mini-din  
& 3.5mm jacks. This is the recommended way to do it. 
Drill two pilot holes with a small 1/8” bit, placing the holes approx 1”-1.5” 
 apart as shown in the  picture below.  

 
Then using a ¼ “ bit enlarge the two pilot holes as shown below. 

 



The best way to get the perfect size for the (left) 3.5mm jack is to use the Xacto knife to 
go around the hole taking off a little more material, and then insert the jack to see if the 
hole is large enough, if not remove the jack and take off a little more using the knife, until 
the jack can be inserted into the hole. When done move over to the right hole and enlarge 
to approx ½”. Mount the 3.5mm jack into the left hole and secure with nut. 

 
Now hold the mini-din connector up to the ½” hole and drill the two mounting 
Holes as shown below. Use a bit that goes into the jack without removing material. 

 



Move mini-din connector to inside of case and secure with two included screws. 
The pictures below shows the two installed jacks. 

 
 

 



Plug both cables into the mod board as shown below. 

 
 
 
Use one of the case screws & attach the ground lug into the corner hole as shown.  

 
You may need to remove some material on the top case plastic stud so that the 
screw head does not intefere with the plastic stud when the case is re-installed.  



 
It is not really necessary to reinstall the top shield before putting the top back on. 
If you want to  re-install the RF shield, then take the tin snips and cut and bend 
clearance for the audio and video output jacks as shown in the picture below. 
 
       ***Wait until testing is complete to install shield.** 

 
 The mini-din RGB output jack you installed 
is the video output and the 3.5MM jack is the audio output.  
 
The mini-din pinout is shown below. 

 
The kit includes a mini-din plug and cable to connect to the popular  
CGA-VGA or CGA-HDMI video converters as shown below. 



GBS8220 CGA to VGA video converter 

 
CGA to HDMI video converter. 

 
If you don’t want to use any of the recommended video converters then you will  
need to buy a 6pin mini-din plug and build your own cable to connect to a CGA 
monitor or the video converter of your choice.  
 
 The 3.5mm jack requires a male connector (which you need to provide) and has the 
 following format [Red=Audio Left]  [White=Audio Right] [Black=ground].  



 
The Coleco test rom cart is recommended for testing video output, but you could  
use any known good game cart. Below are pictures using a standard Arcade CGA 
monitor. Picture1 shows the output with no cartridge installed. 

 
Picture2 is the output with the Colecovision Test Cart. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Picture3 is the output with the Activision Pitfall2 cartridge. 

  
 
 
 
 

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS OR SUGGESTIONS ON  
HOW TO IMPROVE THIS INSTALL GUIDE PLEASE CONTACT  

SUPPORT@VECTOR-LABS.COM 
 
 

                                         THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE 
 
 


